
Cider name Brewery Abv Description

Crimson King
Broadoaks 

6%
Crimson King cider  Fruity plum coloured medium cider 
with an apple aroma

Draught Broadoaks 
6.00%

A rich and fruity rustic cider bursting with a dry apple 
flavour

Kingston Black Broadoaks 
7.50%

A dry full bodied copper coloured cider made from West 
Country apples including the famous Kingston Black

Mango Broadoaks 

4%

an indulgent rich and fruity blend of our Somerset cider 
and Indian mango imparting a finely balanced medium 
Sweet taste with an invitingly fragrant aroma

Moonshine Broadoaks 
7.50%

 Moonshine crisp premium cider 7.5% Strong and very 
drinkable with a crisp refreshing taste and little evidence 
of alcoholic content'

Moonshine Run and 
Raisin

Broadoaks 

4%

Moonshine premium cider has been infused with rum 
and raisin invoking the flavours of the warm and sunny 
west indies' A classy cider and very drinkable

Old Bristolian Broadoaks 7.50% a strong medium cider packed full of flavour

Pear and Chilli Broadoaks 
4.00%

our classic National Gold Award winning Perry expertly 
blended with an influence of South East Asia chillies 
imparting a lovely warm finish'

Perry Broadoaks 
7.50%

A sweet but incredibly refreshing with a glorious fresh 
tasting pear flavour and a wonderful pear aroma

Pheasant Plucker cider
Broadoaks 

4.50%

   A traditional cloudy Somerset dry cider with a full 
bodied flavour obtained from handpicked bitter sweet 
west country apples'

Sloe Gin Broadoaks 4% the marrying of these three flavours' sloe' gin and cider

Strawberry Broadoaks 
4.00%

a delicious blend of our cider with strawberries imparting 
a uniquely delicate balanced taste of summer

Abrahalls Dry Celtic Marches

6.00%

Well rounded, still dry cider. An intense heady aroma of 
crushed apples on the nose, natural golden colour, dry 
but smooth on the palate leaving a clean after taste.

Abrahalls Medium Celtic Marches

6.00%

Easy to drink, still medium cider. An intense heady aroma 
of fresh crushed apples on the nose, light golden in 
colour and with a crisp refreshing full fruit flavour with a 
lingering fruitiness.

Crackling Rose Perry Celtic Marches
4.50%

Made from pressed pear juice. It is a medium Perry and 
the taste is fine and delicate, it is light in colour with a 
very slight green hue.

Lily in the Pink Celtic Marches
4.50%

A medium fruity cider, gorgeous pink hue, intense fruity 
aroma, very drinkable!!!

Slack Alice Celtic Marches
4.60%

A medium well rounded yet a little tart 4.6% cider drier 
than Thundering Molly, still mellow with a very slight tart 
finish.



Staus Quo Down Down Celtic Marches

4.60%

Beautifully blended, golden with a well-balanced finish, 
down down is a true Herefordshire Medium Cider (as 
authenticated by Celtic Marches PGI Status)

Thundering Molly Celtic Marches
5.20%

A well-rounded medium cider. Fresh and fruity with a 
lovely apple aroma.  Gorgeous golden colour and a well-
balanced finish.

Bushby Pig Scrumpy Cockeyed
7.00%

 A strong medium dry cider leading to a bittersweet 
finish.

Cock Bird Cockeyed 5.00%  A medium cider packed full of flavour.
Copper Beach Cockeyed 7.00%  A strong dry English cider.
Chilli Ginger Cockeyed 4.00%  Sweet scrumpy cider with ginger and chilli
Craft Hop Cockeyed 4.00%
Devon Jasper Cockeyed 5.00%  Medium dry cider with a sour tangy aftertaste
Hedge Rose Cockeyed 4.00%  Another brand new recipe with elderberries.

Mad Jack Cockeyed
5.00%

 A delicious dry cider with an aftertaste of stewed apple.

Monkey Mango Cockeyed
4.00%

 A brand new invention! Be the first to try this new 
recipe. You won’t be disappointed!

Raspberry Cockeyed 4.00%  A quality cider with hints of raspberry.

Strawberry Cockeyed
4.00%

 A quality take on the classic English strawberry cider


